Abstract: There are the main sources of pollution of soils Kuzbass are presented. The ranges of electrical resistivity of solutions containing oil and contaminated soil, depending on the degree of contamination are presented
In Kemerovo region general environmental conditions are defined by development industry and the predominance of the urban population. Industrial production is the leading sector of the region economy with a predominance of the following industries in the regional economy: ferrous metallurgy, coal and chemical industry. In the region there is a great number of boilers operating on solid fuels i.e. coal. Products of coal combustion (slag and ash) are stored and kept on the ground surface what leads to contamination by the chemical elements contained in the ash and slag. There are 331 operating wastewater treatment facilities in the region, including 164 industrial wastewater treatment facilities, 20 storm-water runoff treatment facilities and 147 household sewage and mixed one with sewage. The capacity of the treatment facilities, after which the wastewater is discharged into surface water bodies is over 760 million cubic meters. It seems that a problem of development of the controlled methods for purification of soil pollutants without prior removal of the contaminated soil is urgent. Monitoring of the property changes of the treated area allows timely adjustments to operating practices and optimization of costs. In particular, the intensity of the electrochemical treatment is controlled by electric current density, and in case of combination of the electrochemical process with biological one, they control temperature of the processing zone. To increase the effectiveness of the treatment methods it's necessary to develop efficient and not so efficient ways of geocontrol providing definition of the geometrical parameters and substantiation of the optimal treatment modes for a zone under treatment. To meet those challenges to the greatest extent it's required to develop geo-electric methods of control, based on the parameters of the electric fields due to the physical properties and composition of soils. The electrochemical method is a potentially promising treatment method out of the existing methods of cleaning soil from industrial pollutants (Fig.1) . A distinctive feature of this method that it can be used for cleaning soils with low filtration capacity on-situ, without a notch and moving of soil. The physical basis of this method is the electro osmotic movement of ecotoxicants under the HelmholtzSmoluchowski equation:
2.Work description
where V -average capillary flow rate as per the cross section, m/s;  -total dialectical permeability, F/m;
 -dynamic coefficient of viscosity, Pa·s;  -electric kinetic potential, V;  -potential of outer electric field, V. On the basis of the dimensional analysis, the dependence of the effective rate for the module Vэф (rate of flow) was obtained: During cleaning the pollutants move along the electric field lines, the structure of which is determined by the location of the electrodes; the rate of pollutants' movement depends on the field intensity, allowing monitoring the cleaning process and managing it. Initial concentrations of eco-toxicants can be reduced from 10-50 mg / kg to 1.10 mg / kg, which is well within the existing norms.
The main test parameters of the geoelectric method are: specific electrical resistivity (SER), dielectric and magnetic permeability, electric strength, potentials of steady and unsteady natural electric fields. Effective SER of the moisture saturated rock, which is a three-phase medium, is descried by the empirical dependence [1] : [2] , for the major types of clay-bearing soils. For further analysis of the process of electrochemical treatment of the contaminated soils the information regarding electro physical and electrochemical properties of natural water solutions and liquids containing contaminants saturated soils is required. An experimental study of the electrical properties of electrolyte solutions containing oil, and measurement at a constant and alternating electric current is carried out. Fig.2 presents measurements of specific electrical resistance (SER) щ  of NaCl solution depending on the concentration of the salt in the solution, and the AC frequency; and Fig. 3 presents similar SER м  dependences of motor oil and gasoline. From these data, it' clear that that all oil products are electrically very contrast because their SER 3 times higher, at least, than resistivity of natural water solutions. Since the formation of stable, homogeneous oil-water slurry is very difficult, for further theoretical estimation, a logarithmic dependence of the average for the two-component medium, allowing calculation of the required resistivity with higher accuracy [3] was used: To implement the theoretical dependence (3) following assumptions were made. According to studies of V.N. Kobranovoy [4] a parameter value  can be taken as 1 
3.Conclusion
The analysis of the results led to the following conclusions. 1. SER of natural liquids and oily pollutants saturating soil, are electrically contrasting, and several times different in the direction of the contaminant, which allows to determine sufficiently the geometrical parameters of the zone of the contaminated soil and the degree of its contamination. 2. For the diagnosis of geometrical parameters of the contaminated areas and control over spreading of the eco-toxicant, it's expedient to develop methods of electrical and geo-electric exploration on direct and alternating current, which improves the accuracy of control, and let apply contact, contactless and boreholefree methods of measurements. 3. Defined dependences and ranges of the changes of electro-physical parameters of rocks and soils, depending on SER of the pollutant solution allow us to develop methods and techniques to control the process of electrochemical contaminated soils treatment. 
